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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an approach towards word recognition based on embedded prototype subspace classification. The purpose of this paper is three-fold. Firstly, a new dataset for word recognition is presented, which is extracted from the Esposalles database consisting of the Barcelona cathedral marriage records. Secondly, different clustering techniques are evaluated for Embedded Prototype Subspace Classifiers. The dataset, containing 30 different classes of words is heavily imbalanced, and some word classes are very similar, which renders the classification task rather challenging. For ease of use, no stratified sampling is done in advance, and the impact of different data splits is evaluated for different clustering techniques. It will be demonstrated that the original clustering technique based on scaling the bandwidth has to be adjusted for this new dataset. Thirdly, an algorithm is therefore proposed that finds \( k \) clusters, striving to obtain a certain amount of feature points in each cluster, rather than finding some clusters based on scaling the Silverman’s rule of thumb. Furthermore, Self Organising Maps are also evaluated as both a clustering and embedding technique.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, Embedded Prototype Subspace Classification (EPSC) [HLV19, HL20] has proven to be able to classify datasets containing single digits, characters and even objects, such as the MNIST dataset of handwritten digits [LCB10], E-MNIST containing letters [CATvS17], the Kuzushiji-MNIST dataset containing Japanese handwritten characters [CBK*18], and the Fashion MNIST (F-MNIST) [XRV17] containing small images of clothes and accessories.

The advantage of EPSC compared to deep learning based methods [Sha18] for handwritten text recognition [KDJ18, DKMJ18, SF16] is that EPSC do not require powerful GPU resources in the training process and have no hidden layers, which makes it compact and fast. In general, EPSC learns from the embedding of feature vectors and creates a so-called subspaces from each cluster [KLR*77]. Even though EPSC does not always outperform the state-of-the-art deep learning approaches, it performs significantly as an alternative, where the learning and classification processes are both easy to interpret [Kri19, CPC19], explain [ADRS*19, GSC*19, CPC19], and visualise.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First of all a new dataset based on the Esposalles dataset [RFS*13] is presented, where 30 different words were extracted from the given training set. This new dataset can be used for the purpose of evaluating word recognition methods, rather than performing character or digit level recognition. This dataset is by intention heavily imbalanced, which makes it more interesting for real-world problems. Secondly, we present and compare three different methods for computing clusters, aimed at handling imbalanced datasets. Thirdly, an algorithm that finds \( k \) seed points for K-means clustering [HW79] is proposed.

2 BACKGROUND
Subspaces have been used for classification in pattern recognition since it was first proposed by Watanabe et al. [WP73] in 1967, and later further developed by Kohonen and others [WLK*67, KLR*77, KO76, KRMV76, OK88]. In general, by computing the norm of the projected feature vector to be classified into each subspace, the process can be regarded as a two layer neural network [OK88, Laa07], where the weights are mathematically defined through Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [Laa07]. Another important advantage is that the learning process can easily be visualised, which makes it easy to understand, interpret and explain, as compared to most of the state-of-the-art deep learning approaches.

2.1 Subspace Classification

Herein, we have used the same kind of subspaces that were presented in [HLV19, Laa07, OK88]. Hence, every image to be classified is represented by a feature vector \( x \) with \( m \) real-valued elements \( x_j = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m\} \in \mathbb{R} \), such that the operations take place in a \( m \)-dimensional vector space \( \mathbb{R}^m \). Any set of \( n \) linearly independent basis vectors \( \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n\} \), where \( u_i = \{w_{1,i}, w_{2,i}, \ldots, w_{m,i}\} \in \mathbb{R} \), which can be combined into an \( m \times n \) matrix \( U \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \), span a subspace \( \mathcal{L}_U \):

\[
\mathcal{L}_U = \{x| x = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \rho_i u_i, \rho_i \in \mathbb{R}\} \tag{1}
\]

where,

\[
\rho_i = x^T u_i = \sum_{j=1}^{m} x_j w_{i,j} \tag{2}
\]

Classification of a feature vector can be performed by projecting \( x \) onto each and every subspace \( \mathcal{L}_U \). The vector \( \hat{x} \) will in this way be a reconstruction of \( x \), using all vectors in the subspace through

\[
\hat{x} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (x^T u_i) u_i \tag{3}
\]

\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \rho_i u_i \tag{4}
\]

\[
= U^T U x \tag{5}
\]

By normalising all the vectors in \( U \), the norm of the projected vector can be simplified as

\[
||\hat{x}||^2 = (U x)^T (U x) \tag{6}
\]

\[
= (U x)^2 \tag{7}
\]

\[
= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \rho_i^2 \tag{8}
\]

In this way, the feature vector \( x \), which is most similar to the feature vectors that were used to construct the subspace in question \( \mathcal{L}_U \), will subsequently also have the largest norm \( ||x||^2 \).

2.2 Embedding and Clustering

In general, some group of prototypes are selected for the construction of each subspace by searching for the \( k \) nearest neighbors in the feature space, which is a rather time consuming process. The idea of EPSC [HLV19] is on the other hand to use t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) [MH08], which is both a visualisation technique as well as a machine learning technique, used to reduce the number of dimensions of high dimensional data (e.g. 2 dimensions in this case). In this process, clusters are formed since t-SNE strives to move similar features (represented by their projected points) closer to each other and dissimilar points further away from each other. Nevertheless, any embedding technique could be used for this purpose, such as Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [MH18].

Hast et al. [HLV19] used kernel density estimation (KDE) [CHTT96] and watershed transform on the inverse image to find clusters in a two-dimensional image space. Alternatively, Mean-Shift [CM02, FH75] could be used that also finds the number of clusters depending on the size of the Gaussian Kernel chosen. However, as will be investigated further herein, other algorithms that require specifying the exact number of clusters, such as K-means [HW79] could also be used. Nevertheless, depending upon the problem at hand, other similar algorithms such as DBSCAN [EKSX96] can also be employed.

It is also studied that the clustering techniques that work well for balanced dataset, such as MNIST [LCB10], does not perform well for imbalanced data, where there is an imbalance in the frequency of occurrence of labels in the dataset. Therefore, this work does not rely on automatic cluster selection based on Silverman’s rule of thumb for computing the bandwidth \( h \) of the clustering

\[
h = \left( \frac{4 \sigma^5}{3n} \right)^{1/5} \tag{9}
\]

where \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of \( n \) samples.

3 THE PROPOSED APPROACH

Instead of using the bandwidth for clustering, better performance was achieved by computing \( k \) clusters, striving for these clusters to contain a certain predefined number of features \( n_f \). An intuitive choice is therefore to use K-means clustering approach. Experimentally, it was found that \( n_f = 40 \) was by large an optimal choice for the number of clusters. However, typically this value depends on the data, and can therefore be evaluated in the learning process with respect to the type of recognition task at hand.

A drawback of K-means clustering is that it finds \( k \) clusters by initialising \( k \) random seed points, and is not confident if the same clusters will be found when the algorithm is executed multiple times. Since repeatability is important, a deterministic approach was devised that makes use of Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). In general, a certain value of \( \sigma \) is used to splat Gaussians on a
small image. The cluster centres are estimated by non-maximum suppression. Depending on the number of maximum (clusters) found, the $\sigma$ is adjusted, and the process is repeated until $k$ cluster centers are at hand. These are subsequently used to initialise the seed points for K-means, in order to make the algorithm find clusters centered around those maximum points.

The same adaptive procedure can also be used for the original idea of KDE and watershed to obtain $k$ clusters, and are therefore referred to as "adaptive" in our experiments. The original approach was used in the experiments so that the improvement by the adaptive approaches could also be evaluated.

Furthermore, a self-organizing map (SOM) [Koh82] can be used, which is a dimensionality reduction technique based on unsupervised competitive learning of an artificial neural network (ANN). It generates a 2D map representation of an input space of the training samples, where the features are placed in buckets. They also demonstrate well for finding $k$ clusters, with an advantage of having the embedding itself as part of the clustering process. However, the disadvantage is that SOM cannot be used to produce elegant scatter plots like t-SNE, as the points end up in the buckets. Nonetheless, all the three approaches are therefore referred to as "Adaptive" since they adaptively set the number of wanted clusters depending on the size of each class.

4 INTRODUCING THE NEW DATASET

To the best of authors knowledge and taking inspiration from the MNIST dataset, this is the first attempt at creating a dataset for handwritten word recognition for a public research domain, which is based on the Espoalles database [RFS+13]. In order to render the dataset more significant and challenging, 30 words were chosen, producing a total of 16354 word images, where some words are very similar in nature, and Figure 1
Figure 3: The 51 occurrences of the word "ferrer", with highlights on different handwriting styles. It can be noted how the character "f" is written in different styles.

Figure 4: Heatmaps of all the words in the dataset, clustered by the respective class. The number of images per class are shown above each heatmap. Figure best viewed in color.

presents the distribution of words in the dataset. As can be seen, the dataset is heavily imbalanced, and the Shannon equitability index is only 0.7444, as compared to the balanced MNIST dataset with a Shannon equitability index of 0.9994.

Each word has been extracted using the bounding box coordinates provided as part of the Esposalles database. However, the input image is processed as follows. To begin with, background removal using [VHS17] is performed on each page, and the word is extracted.
There exist some noise in the form of small blobs due to bleed through which is removed automatically, and the rectangular bounding boxes are adjusted so they perfectly encapsulate the word region [VH17]. Finally, the word is centered (or normalised), and placed to the left in a $90 \times 160$ rectangular box to accommodate words with larger length (e.g. as long as 9 characters), as shown in Figure 2. This also means that the word will be placed a little bit differently, with respect to its core, depending on whether the word has ascenders and/or descenders.

The variability within a certain class can be quite large depending on the number of writers, and whether there exists more noise in the image. The variation can be visualised as heatmaps of each class, as presented in Figure 4. These are created by adding all words belonging to a class into one single image, and the resulting values are colour coded. It can be noted that some words demonstrate a larger variation than others, as the heatmap is visually more blurry.

For ease of use, no stratified sampling is done in advance, or in other words, the word images are not split into predefined training and testing sets. Such splits are commonly provided for MNIST and many other popular datasets, where some also provide a validation set. However, this work allows the researchers with the flexibility to split the data in their preferred way and evaluate different properties of the dataset as well as the machine learning algorithm.

The dataset can be visualised using t-SNE or any other embedding technique, such as UMAP [MH18]. In Figure 5, t-SNE was used on the following: 5a: the word images, 5b: Histogram of Gradients (HOG) feature vectors [DT05], and 5c: mFFT, which are Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based features with combinations of some of the most significant elements of the magnitude of the FFT.

In Figure 5a, a big magenta coloured cluster can be observed where each point representing the word "de" is split into smaller clusters depending on its characteristic look in both Figure 5b and Figure 5c. Moreover, the cluster to the middle right containing the two similar words, "viudo" and "viuda", is mixed in Figure 5a, while in Figure 5b and Figure 5c it is automatically split into two distinct clusters. This suggests using efficient feature vectors instead of using simply the word images. For simplicity, hand crafted features are used, but depending upon the problem at hand and the availability of the resources, CNN based features can also be used.

5 RESULTS

Since the dataset is heavily imbalanced, the so-called Macro Average Arithmetic (MAA) [AAVPS13] is computed instead of the overall accuracy. The latter can be rather misleading for imbalanced datasets, when for instance a few classes with many occurrences and high accuracy can skew the overall accuracy. Figure 6 highlights that most classes particularly those with many occurrences perform well, while some with just a few occurrences yield a low accuracy. Hence, it is a better approach to compute the accuracy of each class indi-
Figure 6: Accuracy computed for each class individually. Classes with many occurrences generally have higher accuracy than classes with fewer occurrences.

\[ ACC_j = \frac{CC_j}{N_j} \]  

where \( CC_j \) are the number of correctly classified words in class \( j \) and \( N_j \) is the number of samples (i.e., words) in the same class.

The MAA is defined as the arithmetic average of the partial accuracies of each class

\[ MAA = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{J} ACC_j}{J} \]  

where \( J \) is the number of classes.

Figure 7 presents a comparison with the original method, referred to as "bandwidth KDE", since it is

Figure 7: Macro Average Arithmetic (MAA) for different methods and different data splits.
based on scaling the Silverman’s rule of thumb and generating clusters based on the distribution of points in 2D space. This will yield clusters with rather varying number of points. The other three approaches (SOM, K-Means and KDE) are based on the aforementioned idea of obtaining the clusters that have a similar number of points in them. As can be seen, using this idea on SOM, K-Means or KDE, all behave quite similar, and perform better than bandwidth KDE. For the proposed dataset and the setting of parameters, it is hard to choose a winner. However, it should be noted that the whole parameter space was not spanned to find the best settings, since it also depends on the dataset at hand. Hence, this is proposed for future research. All experiments were repeated 40 times for each data split and the average result is reported in the plots. This also highlights that the learning set and the testing set in each run contained different permutations of words. The same random seed was used for each group of experiments depicted by one curve, so that the curves could be compared individually on the same basis.

In Figure 7, the mFFT was used as feature vectors, which has a length of 1116, which is only 7.8% of the original size of the word images (90 × 160 = 14400). It is interesting to see how the EPSC performs with different feature vectors e.g. the HOG, which is 6940 long, i.e. 47.5% of the original images. The results are presented in Figure 8, and it can be noted that the X-axis is different here in order to better observe the difference between the plots. Nonetheless, HOG seems to perform well after around a 50% split, while mFFT is more effective for less learning data, which is encouraging since they are much shorter.

6 DISCUSSION

It is observed that the EPSC handles imbalanced datasets very well, since high accuracy is obtained for most of the classes with just a few occurrences. Of course, just one dataset is not enough to provide an absolute answer. However, the proposed dataset is indeed useful and challenging, with some words classes very similar in nature. EPSC handles the imbalance in the following way. When there are several occurrences in one class, it creates subspaces that capture the variation within that class. Hence, it correctly classifies that class, and the images not belonging to the class will instead be correctly classified by subspaces belonging to other classes. That is, if it has enough learning examples to create the subspaces for those classes. Hence, having several occurrences for one class does not seem to pose big problem. Having too few, on the other hand, becomes challenging since the subspaces created do not capture the variation very well. For instance only one subspace is created for the word "ferrer" when 5% is used for learning, and that subspace is created from only 3 occurrences. Typically, the word classes that are very similar will suffer more from having a very small variation of word examples to create the subspaces from.

When dealing with imbalanced datasets, one can choose different strategies, such as to over-sample the minority class, under-sample the majority class or generate synthetic samples. When transcribing a document, one can use any of these strategies to make a learning model using the words already transcribed, and perform automatic transcription for the rest. How-
ever, in this paper the main focus was to investigate how well EPSC can handle imbalanced sets and which clustering approaches can be used efficiently. If under-sampling and over-sampling are not suitable strategies for EPSC (since it is desirable to keep as much variation as possible), then data augmentation of the minority classes can potentially be a solution to improve the performance. This is proposed for future research.

The MAA for all clustering techniques and feature vectors, reach about 98% for a data split of 30% used for training, which can be regarded as a good result for such a challenging dataset. Even for the human eye, it is at times difficult to distinguish handwritten words like “viudo” from “viuda”. It is observed that 17 of the classes have an accuracy over 99.0% for the same data split, 14 lie over 99.5% and 7 are over 99.7%, when using K-means and mFFT. The Confusion matrices for 5%, 30% and 60% learning data are shown in Figure 9. It can be noted that the word “Mataro” is often misclassified as ”Maria”, while the words “viudo” and “viuda” are interestingly much less confused.

7 CONCLUSION

The original approach for clustering for EPSC works very well for balanced datasets. However, imbalanced datasets are generally harder to handle and three different clustering approaches for obtaining subspaces were presented and analysed in this work. Experimental results validate the performance, and all the three approaches performed significantly regardless of the feature vector being used. It did not make a big difference whether t-SNE or SOM were used as embeddings. Neither did, using the proposed adaptive versions of the original idea of clustering (using the watershed transform or K-means), add a significant difference. Hence, all three methods are good candidates for future experiments. However, SOM has the drawback of not being a visualisation technique by its own. All parameters in the EPSC were not systematically investigated for the new heavily imbalanced dataset in the current experiments. Nevertheless, a baseline was given for future experimenting using EPSC. Furthermore, handcrafted features were used as they are fast and simple, rendering the whole pipeline with EPSC fast and simple too. As future work, CNN based features would be evaluated for the given dataset. However, full pipelines of deep learning approaches also need to handle the imbalance in specific ways. Therefore, it will be an interesting area of research for further investigations on using the dataset for different data splits and machine learning algorithms.
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Figure 9: Confusion matrices for 5%, 30% and 60% learning data respectively.
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